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Cookies and similar other technologies

Depending on if your browser is configured to accept cookies, we and third parties who provide services to us may collect certain information automatically when you visit the Sites, including through the use of cookies and web beacons, such as the browser you are using (e.g., Safari, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, etc.), the internet address from which you linked to the Sites, the operating system of your computer (e.g., Microsoft Windows, iOS, Android, etc.), the unique IP address of the computer you used to access our Sites and usage and browsing habits.

What is a cookie?

A cookie is a small data file stored on your computer to identify you as a previous visitor to the Sites, which helps us to personalize your experience when you arrive. These are invisible to you, and any portion of our Sites may contain them.

What is a web beacon?

A web beacon is a small piece of data embedded with images on pages of the Sites or in emails, which allow us to collect information such as the number of users that have visited a web page or opened an email. We use web beacons to measure the effectiveness of our content and campaigns and how visitors use our Sites. This allows us to learn what pages are most attractive to our visitors and what content our visitors like to see.

What categories of cookie and similar technologies do we use?

Depending on how you navigate the Sites, we may use all or some of the following first and third party cookies:

Necessary cookies. These are cookies that enable the core operation of our Sites. As an example – they include, cookies that we use to help control secure areas of our Sites and to make sure it is accessible to you.

Analytics cookies. These allow us to collect certain internet log information and the details of the behavior patterns of people using the Sites.

How do I control cookies?

We are working to update our technology so that users will have better direct control over cookies on our site. At this time, the best way to control cookies is through your browser.

Most web browsers are set to initially accept cookies. You can change your browser settings to notify you when you receive a cookie or not accept cookies generally. However, if you disable this function, you may not be able to use some of the features on our Sites. To learn more about how to control privacy settings and cookie management, click the link for your browser below.

Firefox  
Chrome  
Internet Explorer  
Safari

Third-Party cookies and other similar technologies

The following is our list of third party service providers who may use cookies and other technologies, including for their own purposes such as analytics tracking (please be aware that this cookie policy does not govern the use of third party websites or services or providers of third party services):
• Google Analytics
  o Contact: http://www.google.com/intl/af/contact
  o Privacy Policy: https://policies.google.com/privacy
  o Opt-Out: https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout

We use Google Analytics to collect certain internet log information and details regarding Site visit behavior patterns. We configure Google Analytics to avoid collecting information which could directly identify a person, as we do not seek to identify those visitors whose interactions with the Sites are being monitored. Google Analytics uses their own cookies to perform these functionalities.

To learn more about cookies; how to control, disable or delete them, please visit http://www.aboutcookies.org. Some third party advertising networks, like Google, allow you to opt out of or customize preferences associated with your internet browsing. For more information on how Google lets you customize these preferences, see their documentation.